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Abstract The emergences of GeoSensor and researches about GIS have promoted many researches of u-GIS. The disaster application coupled in the u-GIS can apply to monitor accident area and to prevent spread of accident. The application needs the u-GIS DSMS technique to acquire, to process GeoSensor data and to integrate them with GIS data. The u-GIS DSMS must process big and large-volume data stream such as spatial data and multimedia data. Due to the feature of the data stream, in u-GIS DSMS, query processing can be delayed. Moreover, as increasing the input rate of data in the area generating events, the network traffic is increased. To solve this problem, in this paper we describe TRIGGER ACTION clause in CQ on the u-GIS DSMS environment and proposes data source management. Data source weight table controls GES information and incoming data rate. It controls incoming data rate as increasing weight at GES of disaster area. Consequently, it can contribute query processing rate and accuracy.
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1. Introduction

As the emergence of the GeoSensor, the research of the u-GIS is progressed. The GeoSensor can obtain information such as temperature, humidity, spatial information and multimedia information. The u-GIS requires real-time processing technique about the GeoSensor data.[1, 2, 3]

Data Stream is continuous and real-time data to be input to system. The DSMS(Data Stream Management System) manages and processes data stream. Recently, the growth of the DSMS requires u-GIS DSMS that process Spatial-temporal Information and Multimedia Information. The u-GIS DSMS consist of GES(GeoEdge Server) and GSS(GeoStream Server). GES coupled with GSN (GeoSensor Network) collects data in GeoSensor and manages it. The GSS processes data stream inputted from GES locally distributed. Also, the GSS samples and analyzes information by registering CQ.[4, 5, 6, 7]

The u-GIS DSMS can be applied to a disaster monitoring application. The disaster monitoring application real-timely observes a specified area and prevents the accident and spreading disaster such as a fire and an earthquake. To support them, the GSS receive real-time data stream from sensor measuring temperature and surveillance cameras detecting current state when the disaster was caused.[8, 9]

For example of a disaster monitoring application, each GeoSensor periodically and continuously acquires information such as temperature and humidity in order to prevent and to detect a fire of school and a robbery case in the library. Suppose a case which installs the surveillance camera in dangerous area and observes it. At this time, in a lecture room of a building in the school, a sensor near it detects high temperature and...
realizes it is continuously increasing. In this case, the sensor management system requires the following analysis.

Foremost, in order to correctly analysis the disaster area, the system increases sensing speed of the area detected with high temperature. Next, the system provides the state of disaster area as multimedia data to control surveillance cameras at the area in order to watch the damage in the area. Finally, the system monitors neighborhood area using other cameras in order to notice the reason of accident and prevent spreading the accident.

For the situation, the u-GIS DSMS needs many following require in the disaster monitoring application.

- TRIGGER ACTION has to be appended into CQ (Continuous Query). For example, the GSS analyzes the sensed data from GeoSensor and detects the accident area. And then, the GSS executes the surveillance camera in accident area by TRIGGER ACTION that obtains the multimedia data of the accident area. So, accident multimedia data from the surveillance camera should be obtained in the accident area.
- GSS incoming data is transmitted from locally distributed GES. If the GSS receives from locally distributed all of GES that transmits the same incoming rate, when occurs the accident, to process multimedia data and spatial data occur delay of query processing in the GSS, and network traffic increase.

Until a recent the DSMS is conducted research about load shedding and CQ optimization. But, incoming input adaptor of the GSS is not thoroughgoing enough Data Source Management so that solve delay of query processing and network traffic increase. Also, the CQ of the DSMS is not state of TRIGGER ACTION, so occurred accident is not thoroughgoing enough rapidly measure.

In this paper, TRIGGER ACTION states clearly DSMS and introduces processing method. Data Source Weight Table suggests technique which the GSS reduces delay of query processing and prevents network traffic. TRIGGER ACTION of the CQ in the u-GIS DSMS observes predefined threshold that is environment temperature from GeoSensor. If over the threshold, accident area related the GES controls surveillance camera and obtains multimedia data. Data Source Management uses Data Source Weight Table that remains the GSS. Data Source Weight Table manages the GES that connected the GSS and controls incoming rate of the Data Source in the accident area and far from the accident area. The Query divides the GES so that the GSS prevents delay of query processing. Then filtering data is transmitted into the GSS by the GES. Because of reduces data volume, the GSS will reduce delay of query processing and could more than exactly analyzed data.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work. Section 3 describes background in this paper. Section 4 describes executed TRIGGER ACTION and Data Source Weight Table for Data Source Management. Section 5 shows the performance evaluation using simulation tool. Section 6 concludes this paper and mentions future work.

2. Related Work

2.1 DSMS (Data Stream Management System)

The DSMS is processed the Data Stream which it is transmitted continuously sensing data from the GeoSensor. The data stream has some features that arrives order of time and continuous and infinite. Until a recent researched representative DSMS model is STREAM[10] Aurora[11], COUGAR[12], and TelegraphCQ[13]. STREAM registers adaptive queries in main server, and variety of data is received from a lot of GES. Stream Server is cashing data until received new data. The drawback of cash model can’t divide query to the GES because of query registers main server. Thus, STREAM increases network traffic. According to incoming data rate can’t prevent delay of query processing.

Aurora uses the load shedding technique which the method discards data or use approximate technique because occurs memory overflow when a volume data receive from GES. Because of load shedding technique is not difficulty guarantee of accurate analysis. COUGAR perform pre-aggregation with the GES of middle area. But the drawback has not flexibility about query register because the technique registers previously query. TelegraphCQ uses resource sharing to each other queries. Resource Sharing need scheduling about query processing when the accident is caused because of registering many queries about
the same stream.

2.2 Trigger Action

Trigger Action is an operator which is automatically processed by DBMS when the event defined in DBMS is caused. Trigger Action process actions related with trigger pre-defined if the condition is true in case the event is caused.

In u-GIS DSMS disaster monitoring applications observe accident area from GeoSensor and need the definition of trigger action to acquire multimedia data for controlling surveillance camera in accident area.

3. Background

Fig. 1 shows monitoring application of DSMS for disaster detection in u-GIS. The GSS connecting GES (GeoEdge Server) receive data stream from data source as shown as below figure. GES is connected with GSN (GeoSensor Network) connecting sensor and surveillance cameras. The dispersed GES is connected GSS which receive sensing data of GeoSensor and video data of surveillance cameras. The GSS shows present situation of processed queries through GeoSensor Monitoring Tool. The following Fig. 2 shows structure of GSS.

Fig. 1. GSS is Connected with GES Structure

The data source of GES, surveillance cameras and database which store geometric information are inserted into GeoStream Server through input adaptor. Data Stream is transferred through Database, Web, and Monitor after those which process CQ processor are sent into Output Stream.

4. Data Source Management in GSS

In this chapter, we present the Data Source Management at the GSS in case the system is added with the TRIGGER ACTION at the CQ or an accident occurs.

4.1 TRIGGER ACTION in continuous query

The TRIGGER ACTION is the operation which performs automatically in case the event expressed at query is executed. Then, Disaster Monitoring Application of a u-GIS DSMS registers a query by adding the TRIGGER ACTION. If the condition which generates the TRIGGER ACTION of query registered is satisfied, the application generates an output stream for the TRIGGER ACTION. Generated the output stream is connected with a service expressed at the TRIGGER ACTION.

SELECT ts, locationX, locationY, AVG(IS1.temperature) as Indoor
FROM InputStream1 IS1, InputStream2 IS2
WHERE IS1.GESID = IS2.nodeID
WINDOW RANGE 5ms SLIDE 3ms TYPE ts
INTO OutputStream
TRIGGER ACTION GeoPoint(NC1, locationX, location Y) AFTER Indoor > 40

Fig. 3 describes an example of the TRIGGER ACTION in CQ. The execution of the TRIGGER ACTION describes execution of conditions in AFTER clause and BEFORE clause. Because data stream have infinite length, it use sliding window operation that process certain part of data. Commonly, sliding win-
The CQ uses aggregation operation in data stream. Aggregation operation in CQ needs rename for execution of TRIGGER ACTION. The aggregate rename is described the condition of AFTER clause or BEFORE clause that perform TRIGGER ACTION in CQ.

After it receive by the GES server having GeoSensor data and a DBMS which spatial data were stored, an input adaptor conveys data stream to a CQ. Data Stream conveyed are processed and analyzed through a CQ. If average of the temperature about data analyzing data stream is above 40℃, the application executes automatically the TRIGGER ACTION. And then the TRIGGER ACTION is connected with a surveillance camera. The surveillance camera through the TRIGGER ACTION transmits image data such as type of data stream through an input adaptor and displays accident state.

4.2 Data Source Weight Management Table

The GSS receives a data source through an input adaptor. For example, data are transmitted from data source to the GSS. There are types of data such as environment information data (included with temperature or humidity) which are generated by the GeoSensor, spatial information data which are stored at DBMS, and image data which filmed by a surveillance camera. Generally, after the weight of the GES is granted similarly from each data source, the data are transmitted to the GSS.

In case an accident occurs, however, the data generated at accident area must need fast and accurate analysis in order to prevent secondary accident. According to this case, the GSS increases the weight of area which an accident occurred. Then data which occur at an accident area should be entered more than data of other areas. However network traffic is increased because data granted with the weight are fast entered. And delay processing a query occurred for processing an image data received by a surveillance camera. To solve the problems, the GSS grants the weight of data source which divides the event level according to generating dangerous rate. The GSS need the Data Source Weight Management Table to manage the weights.

The Data Source Weight Table was organized from <GESID, DSType, EventLevel, Weight>. The GESID manages unique ID of the GES connected with an input adaptor. The DSType is type of data source (such as the GeoSensor data, a Database data, Multimedia data) which is received from the GES. The EventLevel shows dangerous rate from 1 level until n level. The GSS apply differently the weight according to dangerous rate and adjusts incoming rate of data source.

For example, we assume that the EventLevel was set up by 5 level if basis level is 3. Each data source was granted by 3 level of the weight. The GSS was connected with 5 of the GES. First, GESID from 1 to 3 are a GeoSensor data transmitted at the GES. Second, GESID 4 is a spatial data transmitted by a spatial database. Third, GESID 5 is an image data transmitted by a surveillance camera.

If the temperature of GESID 1 is increased above standard, the GSS senses a danger of area with GESID 1. In this case, the GES of the event occurrence area is increased by 5 level of the EventLevel, and the method set up the weight from 100% to 200% in order to increase incoming rate of data.
data. In order to receive data of related building, the method increased GESID 4 connected with spatial database, received building data of GESID 1 sending snapshot query, increased EventLevel of GESID 5 to 4 for receiving related multimedia, and received multimedia data to control surveillance camera. Conversely, the GES without relation with an area which an accident was generated turn down load of the system which lowers the EventLevel. And then the GSS analyzes accurately data of area which an accident was generated.

Table 1. Event Change Table according to accident occurrence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GESID</th>
<th>DSType</th>
<th>EventLevel</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>GSN</td>
<td>5Level</td>
<td>200%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>GSN</td>
<td>2Level</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>GSN</td>
<td>2Level</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Spatial Database</td>
<td>4Level</td>
<td>150%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Multimedia Data</td>
<td>4Level</td>
<td>150%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Distributed Query Processing to GES in GSS

When some area has accident, the data inflow of accident area is increased. In addition, because the video data of surveillance cameras and the spatial data are increased, the network traffic has increased. In order to reduce work load of query processing, the GSS register parts of query to GES. Fig. 5 shows distributed query processing to GES.

![Fig. 5. Distributed Query Processing to GES](image)

When the event is caused, the method sets the weight per each data source. The incoming rate of data source has fixed by weight, and the query of GSS distribute to GES. In order to distribute many of the queries in GSS, the queries which related information of accident areas register to GES. Therefore, the data of processed query is inserted to GSS. Because the data size is reduced, the spatial data of accident areas and the video data of surveillance cameras can process rapidly. Moreover, because the query processing rate is increased, it can obtain correct data of related accident.

5. Performance

5.1 Experiment Environment

The system for performance evaluation was progressed in HP ProLiant DL380 G5 Server with 2GB memory and Intel Xeon 1.86GHz CPU, and the algorithm was implemented with C++ in Microsoft Visual Studio 2005. The data set is generated from GES simulator. GSS is connected with 10 numbers of GES, and the 6 GES send temperature data come from GeoSensor. 2 GES send spatial DBMS information storing spatial data and 2 remaining GES send multimedia data of camera. Every experiment compares Aurora, STREAM and using data source weight table managing data source and load balancing between GES and GSS.

5.2 Accuracy of Query Processing

Next experiment analyses accuracy of query processing in the accident area.

![Fig. 6. Accuracy of Query Processing](image)

Because the Aurora used a load shedding method, it dropped data which are generated by overflow at main memory. So, accuracy of query processing is fallen about accident area. As the STREAM uses data cashing method until receiving new data, it has lower accuracy than the Aurora. However, we could check lower accuracy than the proposed method.
5.3 Query Processing Time

Next experiment compares query processing rate of accident area data.

![Query Processing Time](image)

**Fig. 7. Query Processing Time**

Since the proposed method reduced the weight of the data excepted accident area, it is faster data processing with the accident area. Aurora and Stream is received with the data which are granted by the same weight from whole GES. Therefore, delay of query processing is appeared for the accident area data.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose the method which expresses TRIGGER ACTION at the CQ in u-GIS DSMS and which manages efficiently the GES. The TRIGGER ACTION operation could be fast decided the condition of an accident area, the Data Source Weight Table granted differently the weight for each GES according to dangerous level of an accident occurrence. The proposed method improves the accuracy and the query processing rate, and the network traffic of server reduce. In the future work, the management method of data source when simultaneous accidence has occurred is needed.
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